
ORGANIZE YOUR SITE
WITH CATEGORIES
No one wants to wander around your site 
like Alice in Wonderland, and neither do 
search engines. Organize your posts and 
other content into categories and sub-
categories (if needed). It makes things 
much easier on everybody.

KEEP YOUR CONTENT
UPDATED & RELEVANT
The most important content on your site is 
called "cornerstone content." Since Google 
and other search engines are always 
looking for updates, make sure this content 
doesn't get stale. Update this content with 
new links (internal and external) and new 
information every month.

KEYWORDS AND SEARCH
TERMS ARE IMPORTANT
This is the most important part of SEO. 
Write content that resonates with your 
audience. Be a place your future 
customers go to in order to get answers. 
Research your customers. What do they 
search for? What questions do they have?  

8 GREAT
SEO

TIPS FOR2020
IF YOU USE WORDPRESS, 
LET'S START WITH SETTINGS:
Settings:
General - Have a site title and strong site tagline.
Reading - Make sure the site can be indexed (or 
no one will see your site).
Permalinks - set to your preference, but usually  
"post name" is preferred.

USE AN SSL 
AND HTTPS
This is MANDATORY now...your site may 
not even be accessible without it. No 
fear. You can get a FREE SSL certificate 
from letsencrypt.org It just makes good 
sense, too. Be safe!

GET HELP WITH
YOAST

DON'T FORGET 
IMAGES & MEDIA
Make sure to use good descriptions in 
the alt tags of your images. These are 
searched, too! Also, transcribe your 
videos. Not only may this help the 
hearing impaired, the transcripts are then 
searchable content.

Get the Yoast plugin. This plugin will help 
you get every page and post written in a way 
that makes it very easy for search engines to 
read. It's a huge time saver, as well. Spring 
for the Pro version if you can.

IMPROVE YOUR SITE SPEED
AKA...GO FAST
Are you using huge images that make your 
page load slower than molasses? Plugins 
making your site sluggish? Fix that! Not 
only does it make visitors want to leave 
your page, search engines want to skip 
over you, too. The Yoast site has good 
information on this as well.
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